
FOR A 
FUTURE-PROOF 

EINDHOVEN!

The VVD wants Eindhoven to be and remain an  
attractive city, for its current residents, but also for 
new ones, students and internationals. In addition, 
Eindhoven must be an attractive business location. 
Good facilities help increase this attractiveness. 

A SAFE CITY!
Safety in Eindhoven must be improved. A key task 
of the municipality is to protect its inhabitants. 
Cameras are here for our safety, but also to ensure 
the safety of our law enforcement professionals. 
That is why the VVD Eindhoven wants to introduce body-
cams to monitor and prevent aggression. Residents 
who play an active role in the community must be  
supported by neighbourhood prevention teams.

A drug lab has no place in your neighbourhood.
This leads to nuisance and fire hazards and has  
consequences for public health and safety. That’s 
why we want extra police deployment in the search 
for drug labs. We want to use the money taken from  
criminals for local neighborhood projects. 

AN ACCESSIblE CITY CENTER
The roads in and around Eindhoven are congested. 
Closing the Vestdijk (home to the Hub and Expat 
Center) for example, does not help in resolving this  
issue! Accessibility is crucial to support businesses 
and recreation and to ensure Eindhoven is a city where 
you can live comfortably. As you know Dutch people 
love to cycle. We want our citizens to cycle safely! 

For a good business climate it is important that we 
are able to easily hop on a train to Düsseldorf, catch 
a plane to London or a bus to the High Tech Campus. 
This does not change the fact that motorists are 
also welcome in Eindhoven, both in the center and in  
residential areas. EinDHoVEn.VVD.nL
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A VIbRANT CITY
Eindhoven is a vibrant city. Popular events such as 
King’s Day, GLoW and the Dutch Design Week continue to  
innovate. We must continue our efforts to bring out-
door festivals and sporting events such as the European  
Hockey League to the city. There should also be room for 
small events to be organized. that is why the VVD wants 
to replace permits with a notification.

A CITY YOU WANT TO lIVE IN
Eindhoven is a great city to live in. Everyone should 
be given the opportunity to find a home that fits their 
needs. Skewed income-to-rent ratios must be prevented 
by giving tenants the opportunity to buy their home. 

A MUNICIPAlITY WHICH 
IS THERE FOR YOU
over the last four years, Eindhoven has structurally 
spent more money than it has received. This cannot be 
maintained. The VVD Eindhoven wants the municipality to 
cut costs and does not want taxes for our residents to go 
up. For residents, services from the municipality must be 
modernized. The VVD is committed to digital processing 
(of passports for example), while still taking into account 
residents who are less digitally skilled.

THE ENGINE OF THE ECONOMY
Eindhoven is the engine of the Dutch economy. The 
VVD Eindhoven is proud of our innovations, which are 
leading the way in the world. Eindhoven is the best  
location for innovative technological companies and 
start-ups.
A good business climate is of great importance so that 
High Tech companies (continue to) come to Eindhoven. 
Economic growth creates more jobs, enabling more  
people to work in Eindhoven. People who currently rely 

on social welfare must be encouraged to get back to 
work. The municipality has the means to prepare these 
people for the job market.

EXCEllENT SPORTS & CUlTURE
Eindhoven has wonderful facilities for sports and culture. 
The VVD Eindhoven wants to ensure these facilities  
remain available to Eindhoven residents. Sport facilities 
can be utilized better by having activities take place at all 
times of the day. These can be organized by schools, local 
communities and other organizations. in addition, there 
must be regional and national recognition for cultural  
institutions such as the Van Abbemuseum.

A CITY FUll OF STUDENTS
Eindhoven is a student city! in Eindhoven we have, among 
other institutions, the Summa College, Fontys University 
of applied science and the Technical University. 
We believe that licenses for small and annually recurring 
events such as the Hajraa Student tournament should be 
abolished. The Eindhoven VVD is also in favour of more 
flexible opening hours for bars and cafes.

A SOCIAl CITY
in Eindhoven everyone gets the care that he or she needs. 
The VVD Eindhoven condemns profiteering in the health 
care sector, which must be banished. This can be done by 
making stricter agreements with care providers. This will 
also ensure a good standard of care in the future. 

A SUSTAINAblE CITY
Eindhoven is the city that can put sustainability on the 
agenda, by linking it to innovation and corporate activity. 
new buildings will no longer have a standard connection 
to the gas grid and energy-saving initiatives from home-
owners will be encouraged.


